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I see SevTech and all Mods 3 are the most popular of mod packs lately. When I get a good look at the mods, I see as an example that ore excavation is ore excavation integration that makes the player do a lot of dancing before getting used to even a limited volume of ord excavations. Plus All mods 3 is a mod that prevents one player from using peaceful
mode. Now when it comes to single players, when I set cheats for opportunity, I hope to do exactly what I ask in the world, including in peaceful mode just to get a good look at whatever dimension. I'm seeing more and more of what I call the GregTech mentality. Added complexity is not always challenging or fun. Added complexity is the tedium and
frustration when taken a step too far. Especially if the player accustoms to one or two simple recipes craft machine in one version, changes 5 or 6 recipes in the next mod or modpack version. Everything I say is, do not lose a fun perspective. For example: 5 or 6 skeletons ganging up on you is not as fun as 1 skeleton with skills. Simple recipes are better
when players have many other goals to accomplish without a short-sighted author who only sees his personal mod as perhaps too easy to use. The GregTech mentality doesn't work for all players. Reactions: Alexiy Unfortunately, the line between the tedium and the entertainment complex is a very squiggly thing. I loved Sevtech until I got to the point that I
needed to start crafting different Hopper/Woppers and ran up to different types of wood that were not readily available. Without coordinates or any kind of map, no village anywhere, I ended up giving up my game when I went to find black/purple biome wood and unfathomable gems. Couldn't find my way back, created a crappy place to start with so had to
travel quite ways to find a suitable place to base and have no beds so you couldn't just die to get home. But it was great fun up to this point. Reactions: MikW Well, well honestly, SevTech is still np. Most young gamers use portable Android devices. Most of the rest of us, with desktops running the Java version of Minecraft and all of it's wonderful mods, keep
down the job and look for ways to relax after a day's work. A casual young gamer who still has a Desktop computer has nothing better to do except play games and just easy gaming is boring. I see SevTech and all Mods 3 are the most popular of mod packs lately. When I get a good look at the mods, I see as an example that ore excavation is ore excavation
integration that makes the player do a lot of dancing before getting used to even a limited volume of ord excavations. Plus All mods 3 is a mod that prevents one player from using peaceful mode. Now when it comes to one player, when I set cheats for the opportunity, I hope to do exactly what I please with the world, including mode just to get a good look
around regardless of dimension. I'm seeing more and more of what I call the GregTech mentality. Added complexity is not always challenging or fun. Added complexity is the tedium and frustration when taken a step too far. Especially if the player accustoms to one or two simple recipes craft machine in one version, changes 5 or 6 recipes in the next mod or
modpack version. Everything I say is, do not lose a fun perspective. For example: 5 or 6 skeletons ganging up on you is not as fun as 1 skeleton with skills. Simple recipes are better when players have many other goals to accomplish without a short-sighted author who only sees his personal mod as perhaps too easy to use. The GregTech mentality doesn't
work for all players. I abandoned SevTech because of the unhappiness I had with my spawning point. I explored for a colder biome direction like 2 hours without finding a single darklands biome. I thought the progression was fun and unique, but RNG messed me up, as @Cpt_gloval said. Moved to ATM 3, and honestly I'm having great fun with an abundance
of mods. One thing that annoys me is a very expensive recipe for Garden Cloche. Some items are too expensive recipes. Still fun though otherwise. I have no problem with a peaceful disabled person, still running when I accidentally fell into the Lost Cities basement and used a split second for me to escape. I don't usually use peaceful mode anyway. So to
get off SevTech bashing and back to Topic. I think what we all like is something like IE Expert mode. Take FTB Revelations. Add Ender IO, Thaumcraft, BloodMagic, PlusTic, YoYo's, Interland, Twilight Forest, and then select the core mods that are put in the series so you can't move on to the next mod without reaching things in the previous mod. Don't add
useless grind mods that give us nothing in return, and just stand our way. There are many mods that you can force progression through which to reward the player. And finally, relax a bit forcing everyone to do the same. Two approaches can be used in this regard. IE Expert mode just make all the useful things harder to get by forcing you to use other mods
to get them. That's the way I wanted to, and allowed me to try several different ways to play the pack in my 3 pay throughs. Other modpack have adopted the quest for books and linear progression, which leads everyone to basically doing the same thing, and getting the modpack more grind. I see SevTech and all Mods 3 are the most popular of mod packs
lately. When I get a good look at the mods, I see as an example that ore excavation is ore excavation integration that makes the player do a lot of dancing before getting used to even a limited volume of ord excavations. Plus All mods 3 is a mod that prevents one player from using a peaceful Now when it comes to single players, when I set cheats for
opportunity, I hope to do exactly what I ask in the world, including in peaceful mode just to get a good look at whatever dimension. I'm seeing more and more of what I call the GregTech mentality. Added complexity is not always challenging or fun. Added complexity is the tedium and frustration when taken a step too far. Especially if the player accustoms to
one or two simple recipes craft machine in one version, changes 5 or 6 recipes in the next mod or modpack version. Everything I say is, do not lose a fun perspective. For example: 5 or 6 skeletons ganging up on you is not as fun as 1 skeleton with skills. Simple recipes are better when players have many other goals to accomplish without a short-sighted
author who only sees his personal mod as perhaps too easy to use. The GregTech mentality doesn't work for all players. SevTech: Ages should Imo, have been on the previously decided seeds. With certain places. Immersion, time and sense of challenge. If the idea is that you're a naked guy stranded on this strange land with nothing, and you're out there
with nuclear 3 hours in the game, it's a quick and not always full experience. Not only that, but everything leads to getting outdated too quickly. Gate things, and you have a much longer, more satisfying experience when each step is essential. Reactions: SolManX If I really could say something good here, I just speak out against the extremes of Drbretto, yes
a good game is a must method for insanity for the sake of the player's complacency, if nothing else. Also note, has anyone tried Doom as a Dungeons with Blackjar72? A perfectly good experience, it has surface access, mazes full of spawn cages and lots of loot chests. I recommend a lot of armor and lots of torches, hah! Fun is what the games are all about.
So to get off SevTech bashing and back to Topic. I think what we all like is something like IE Expert mode. Not all of us. I'm not a fan of the design philosophy that seems to be under-hardcore and expert mode packs. Gating easily, user-friendly options behind less friendly alternatives that do the same just annoys the hell out of me. If you want me to use IC2
reactors, just don't include extreme reactors in the package. Stepping me through the main or obscure features of the mod feels kind of useless when you've disabled a party mod and have such extreme recipe changes that it's unrecognizable in any other package. You want a more focused experience? Choose a path, reduce alternatives. Adding a pair of
mod compatibility? Always a plus. The complexity that makes me think and plan more (AE2 channels)? I'm more of a puzzle, less parkour kind of guy, so plus for me, but not necessarily for everyone. Forcing me to stare at crafting a grid for several hours straight to progress? Minus. 50 armor is not as good as vanilla iron (and most other types of useless
clutter)? Minus. Promote AFK? Time for AFK is the time my computer is busy, but I'm not playing, so minus. Could I be killed? This is part of the challenge so grudgingly OK. Or definitely, inevitably kill me? It's not hard, it's trolling. Things that took hours to make, but still have a good chance of breaking or exploding even if you use the right tools and do
everything right? you, the horse you chow on, and your little dog, too. All that said, I've played enough ftb kitchen sink to know what I like and start building my own personal packages. Lately I've been seeing some mods that look interesting on their own, but would be pretty much useless with a large kitchen sink pack. Of particular interest right now is Kitsu's
Forgecraft (a blacksmithing mod) that requires Primal Core. With this path to tools and weapons, I definitely have to leave out the Tinker Build and ultimately want to unlock vanilla tools, weapons and urate processing. Add Thaumcraft in the middle of the game and Advanced Rocketry for a late game made it skylands (not skyblock) overworld, and I have the
beginnings of the pack, relatively small and simple but challenging. Learning new mods and developing a pack for something ready to share should keep me busy for a long, long time. Targets are also important. If your goal is to develop a ultimate fully automated chicken farm, it's great, but sometimes you just want a reliable source of chickens without all
this fuss. Reactions: Rixxaw, MikW and deadscion MacAisling – I like your post even if you are dis-agreeing with me in part. To clarify, I hated IC2, and was ready for pretty IE:E when it was forcing me to use it. However, I learned to love it. The main difference between forcing people to use the IC2 reactor and forcing people to use EFab is that the IC2
reactor was actually useful as an energy source for other mods, and ultimately the fastest furnace I've ever seen was an IC2 reactor powered 26 overclock IC2 Furnace. AE2 literally couldn't keep up with it. EFAB, however, is the only multi-block crafting table, with no other purpose that will most likely ever be used in any other modpack. If Efab Dev wants to
add some feature to his mod, that makes it useful in other ways, such as maybe a magic system or armor repair solution, or a ore processing system. EFAB is essentially a manufactured mod to control progression, where IC2 reactors were added to IC2 to provide more diverse energy sources, and have a deep and rich interaction as you lay out your reactor
and automate it. IC2 Reactor = Freedom, complexity and useful, allows you to progress deeper into IC2 quantum suites and solar panels. Not to mention the excitement that it could explode and blow up your precious base! - linear progression without the other way around. Brown Brown In the middle of your base you have to build around. Reactions:
Nuclear_Creeper0 Efab - linear progression without the other way around. Brown bly in the middle of your base you have to build around. Well it's not really logically valid: It's the other way around that people enjoy using it as an alternative crafting alternative. Obviously not all people, but it appeals to some. Probably the main audience of the pack. And in this
case, it's an expert-type pack that will be niche-y (and, frankly, unpopular) to begin with. Its nice in the same non-flashy way that other packdev tools are nice: it provides a mechanism that devs can add or can't add as they choose. I'm considering adding it to my packaging. And, again, that probably em all about this thread from ever using my pack. What is
totes fine with me: the pack is not designed for all types of players. I'm going to kind of agree with @MacAisling here... Complexity can improve pleasure, but only if it is done correctly. Much of what he said, I'd echo from a different perspective. Mod for mutual compatibility? Good. Gating demonstratively more powerful things behind less powerful things, so
nothing is outdated? Good idea, but often poorly implemented. But if you are going to change the mod as radically as has happened in some cases, you might as well just not include it at all. Timesink for the sake of timesink? Bad. Having said that, you don't need just staring at it for half an hour, you can do something else like oh I dunno, mining or
harvesting and making food or creating a coke oven or alloy oven or something like that. Of course, it takes half an hour for the suving controller, but that doesn't mean you have to sit there and do nothing but watch it ship that for half an hour. Multitasking, I believe it's called. And you can shift + click on it to create, say, stack patterns to go and go to
something else while it works. So, at least in my playing style, it's less of an issue than some people have pointed out. Personally, I think IC2 has become an unenjoyable mod. There are no redemption features left to entice or encourage me to play with it, and forcing me to interact with something I actively don't like is a great way to me off. I don't care how
much you have or haven't beefed it up or nerfed everything else to make it nice compared... You're forcing me to take something I actively don't like the company. So long, goodbye, and adieu. It's not that I don't understand the mod, it's that I *DO* understand it and it's complete and utter garbage, at least my personal opinion. YMMV. Reactions: deadscion
Timesink for the sake of timesink? Bad. I don't actually recall what crowd you categorize into, but a lot of people say that when they don't follow that path of progression lies in leveraging opportunities to mitigate that timesink. expert pack packages This tool like the scalpel: too much and you hurt your audience. But get it just right, and that's because mod-
knowledge exploit that challenges to the best mod content on the board at the best of times. If there is *no* no method to reduce the wait, it's a bit of a problem. AE2 crystal seed mechanic was almost a big problem for me. The only thing that really saved it was that it was infinitely scalable: You could bake as many seeds as you wanted. I don't actually recall
what crowd you categorize into, but a lot of people say that when they don't follow that path of progression lies in leveraging opportunities to mitigate that timesink. Good expert type packs use this tool like a scalpel: too much and you hurt your audience. But get it just right, and that's because mod-knowledge exploit that challenges to the best mod content on
the board at the best of times. If there is *no* no method to reduce the wait, it's a bit of a problem. AE2 crystal seed mechanic was almost a big problem for me. The only thing that really saved it was that it was infinitely scalable: You could bake as many seeds as you wanted. I'm referring specifically to the earlygame gearbox from Continuum. On the face,
not always bad in and of itself, because you can go mining or whatever. However, it is timesink just for the sake of timesink, because you *have* no other options. And from what I've seen, you *never* get away from it all over the mod, there is no alternative because it's the necessary gimmick of the whole pack. I don't mind it necessarily when it starts off as
timesink and then graduates something automated, a AE2 crystal seed mechanic with an addon that gave you a machine that did the same as a very good example. You needed to do at least some seed growth manually, but when you get that machine up and running, it was at least able to automate much easier. Yes, a regular seed growth system *can* be
automated, I've done it myself, but it's a monumental pain and requires other mods to really make it work. If it takes some time but can be automated, then it isn't a timesink for the sake of timesink because you may have it working in the background while you're doing other things. It's necessarily no you can't automate this, and if you figure out how we don't
make it timesink that I strongly object to. I'm referring specifically to the earlygame gearbox from Continuum. On the face, not always bad in and of itself, because you can go mining or whatever. However, it is timesink just for the sake of timesink, because you *have* no other options. And from what I've seen, you *never* get away from it all over the mod,
there is no alternative because it's the necessary gimmick of the whole pack. I don't mind it necessarily when it starts off like timesink and then something automable, AE2 crystal seed mechanic with addon, which gave you a machine that did the same as a very good example. You needed to do at least some seed growth manually, but when you get that
machine up and running, it was at least able to automate much easier. Yes, a regular seed growth system *can* be automated, I've done it myself, but it's a monumental pain and requires other mods to really make it work. If it takes some time but can be automated, then it isn't a timesink for the sake of timesink because you may have it working in the
background while you're doing other things. It's necessarily no you can't automate this, and if you figure out how we don't make it timesink that I strongly object to. The gearbox itself didn't bother me at all, it took time to make it. What bothered me was actually the fact that I only had 4 gearboxes (I'm a GT player... Of course, I made a bunch at the same time.
Only 4 counts) I feel like I could have rewarded techier play, but got cut off by an arbitrary barrier. I feel a lot of hate on EFAB as a mod, but I think it's the implementation of it tons of his pack that makes it... Unloved?? Looking at the mod spotlight on it, the mod itself is not that bad and can be cool in the middle of game automation, but it's made to be super
configurable, and the FTB team has decided to make it a weak spot. Reactions: GamerwithnoGame I feel a lot of hate on EFAB as a mod, but I think it's the implementation of it tons of his pack that makes it... Unloved?? Looking at the mod spotlight on it, the mod itself is not that bad and can be cool in the middle of game automation, but it's made to be
super configurable, and the FTB team has decided to make it a weak spot. I agree with this... Let me see eFab is a Direwolf20 pack without artificial restrictions before I declare it evil This is the problem of introducing new mods in highly customized packages... You don't know how it was originally designed to perform, for example. Reactions: Pyure I agree
with this... Let me see eFab is a Direwolf20 pack without artificial restrictions before I declare it evil This is the problem of introducing new mods in highly customized packages... You don't know how it was originally designed to perform, for example. Yes! I'm very happy to discover that the most important core is not the thing forcing you to start with a 1/3
chest. Vanilla chests are already too small in a modded environment. These starter chests are one of many big reasons I never play in a pack like forever stranded or sevtech, although I watch other people play these packs, at least up to a point. This is the problem with introducing new mods for highly customized packages... You don't know how it was
originally designed to perform, for example. Interesting point. Also, so I know the arbitrary four gearbox thing is I should check that out, I wonder if e-fab would be more accepted if it were a bonus route rather than a solitary gate. Like, what if you could cut your resource costs by half, say, Hopper using e-fab? Reactions: GamerwithnoGame Best difficulty
automation. Age Engineering does fantastic with Calculator chains. The base component is just cobblestone, but automation to create full factory chains is the basis of skills. Skills-based things are good, resources/time things are bad. Skills-based means that not everyone can do it. EFab is not a skill based, its just time/resource based, anyone can do it
given enough time. Compare that, for example, for all ages engineering, which creates automation is key to packaging, the resource grind gets eliminated pretty quickly at age 5 by unlocking EnderIO and Environmental Tech. Age Engineering does fantastic with Calculator chains. The base component is just cobblestone, but automation to create full factory
chains is the basis of skills. Skills-based things are good, resources/time things are bad. Skills-based means that not everyone can do it. EFab is not a skill based, its just time/resource based, anyone can do it given enough time. Compare that, for example, for all ages engineering, which creates automation is key to packaging, the resource grind gets
eliminated pretty quickly at age 5 by unlocking EnderIO and Environmental Tech. Your skill stuff is just a number of steps removed from the target. Anyone can do anything in the era of engineering automation, given enough time. AoE was a bit too simple overall for my liking. Just going to throw a couple of chips into the ring here: Something I liked about
SevTech (having watched it instead of playing it) is that tedium making chests and stuff is relaxed as you progress through. The saw makes things significantly easier when you get there. Also, once you've progressed further, flame grilled woppers are easier to do. Chests are simple when you're past that early stage. I find it not for everyone, but you're not
stuck with this method forever, you know? And I agree with this point above; its more an exercise in EFab that (forgive me) grinds in people's gear than the actual mod I think. I really think having a crafting system that can use self-generated steam, fluids, and later on the power and stuff is really cool! Like, super neat! But odd things are made to take
advantage of when others don't, you know? Like a simple pick needs, but a sophisticated machine simply needs crafting a table. I do get why it done that way though. I'm just like the thought of using it to improve some other things later – like a carpenter crafting forestry, you could add EFab ka stuff stuff it can be much faster and easier to automate; stuff like
that! There is also absolutely an element of personal taste here, so I don't think anyone is wrong in their paragraphs because the opinion is also valid. I also agree with Nuke because there would probably be a list of the recommended seeds for SevTech, when a random opportunity can be such a big part, or people enjoying their experience with it! Some of
the power problems with EFab are a bit thorny; as they implement, so you can speed up things that need power, but its not as easy as building more of these parts and supplying more energy from what I've seen. The power optimizer picks up this cap, but its such an expensive thing so late. If there could be some kind of tiered approach that allows you to
increase the amount of energy used by EFab...? I dunno. Sorry, got a bit of rambling there reactions: Pyure I think another thing to consider here is that a lot of expert packs inadvertently help with the big issue that modded Minecraft can be. It's a choice of paralysis, and if you don't know what that means, basically it's when someone faces so many choices
that their brain short circuits. This can lead to scenarios where a player loses interest and simply stops playing. For example, if I'm playing ATM 3, and I'm willing to get into the biggest mod, then I have the opportunity to get into Thermal Expansion, Ender IO, Blood Magic, Thaumcraft, Mecca, Industrial Advance, Botania, Pneumaticraft, and anything else I
could forget. Needless to say, it's very easy to see how it can overwhelm a player. However, if I'm playing in a pack like divine tour, then the limitations introduced by the pack keep me from getting overwhelmed. so first I get to Ender IO and TE, then I get blood magic that gives me access to MFR, AE2, and then Botania. And then Botania gives me access to
some other mods, including Thaumcraft, which allows me to progress further. With this, I have a clear view of what I need to do and what I need to get to. Reactions: GamerwithnoGame I'm always a fan of having at least 2 options for crafting a regular component, and tried that in my pack of Shattered. The first few crafts may be grindy, but what you are
creating will make the extra craft faster &amp; less annoying. For example, metal plates in my shattered packaging. The first available was tinker heavy plates, at 8 ingot cost. From this you can make a Railcraft Rolling machine that has 4 ingots on the plate, then ie metal presses that convert 1 meshe to a plate. You don't need to make an IE press, but in the
long run it will cost you resources. What annoys me more is the primal/primitive approach being added to many more packages. A lot of it is useless to grind/limit, but some are quite interesting mechanics. Reactions: APEX_gaming and GamerwithnoGame This is a random pondering based thread name instead of answering any person here. So, there are
complications that increase when one thinks of things like this too hard the wrong way. What is the wrong way? That's when you basically consciously position yourself to put something in your worst light. It is often exaceded by the absolutism chaser. Is the complexity and difficulty more fun? This is a fundamentally broken question, as an equation without a
constant. At its core, Minecraft is like a 75% clean own room simulator. Is cleaning your room fun? Hell, no. Neither is digging or getting killed by zombies, but Minecraft is full of nothing but that and keeps us coming back for more. Really think about it though, and like 75% of the best chunk of the game is putting your away. In fact, most (non-creative) skills
that are tested are based on the same skills tested every day in boring life. I could sit here and tell you not only cleaning your room all day, but you just do more chores, with the added benefit of being able to do bigger, more complex jobs later! How is that any fun? Well, it's about the most exciting experience out there, as we all know. And that's because it's
basically a mini universe with similar rules to the real universe, but simple and small enough that we can be gods, basically. This threshold of difficulty and complexity is entirely user dependent. In practice, even a hard hard mode is much simpler and less complicated than in the real world, so it always comes down to what level you personally want. The
increased push for more and more complex packages really just boils down to the core fan base becoming more mature and needs more and more complexity to keep dealing with this process. This does not mean that everyone needs to move at the same pace, and that certainly does not mean that complexity is the only way to keep things interesting.
However, it is inevitable that the fan base is like crazy and in it, because it always continues to push the envelope. It is a needs-based evolution, and it will not stop. Every day new and interesting ideas are brought up, and the more people can do with the main product, the better. But, in fact, new innovations come up sometimes. People still need more for
more and more, people will just take it out there and give it more. Perfect? maybe not, but it's life. You don't have to love every package. Reactions: compwiz91 I have to admit, my favorite hardcore pack is: Automaton. It is highly concentrated around three major mods, Immersive Engineering and Addons, Applied Energistics, and Mekanism. Except... You
need to get through immersive build AE2 stuff, and AE2 to create mekanism stuff. But once you get AE2, you can more easily automate IE stuff, and when you reach your steel problem is solved. But it's not just good when you build this this IE machine, you unlock the ability to build AE. Recipes are changed to not always difficult, but require these previous
components. So you need IE Circuit plates for AE Power Acceptor and HOP Graphite to make a AE2 controller. And getting into mecca requires it to be made in AE2 energy cells as well as one of IE capacitors, while steel casings require steel sheet metal. But until then it has been trivially easy to automate making it with AE2. This is the kind of packaging I
like that have recipes changed wisely to require automation, but not necessarily to make them impossible. What I get from watching others play Continuum: Efab, making random recipes as painful and annoying crafts as Steves Carts... Steve's Carts are not that bad if you spend a bit of time to make improvements for the assembler. Industrial Espionage is a
personal favorite. Instantly shaves 5 minutes off the clock plus makes things faster. I've been on Continuum ways, and I can honestly say none of Efab's recipes are felt like time wasters or time gates like SOE many people seem to think they should. Most of the early long recipes you come across are totally allayed by the fact that you have crap ton stuff to
do at launch so expect you to smeltry the controller not even noticed because you are creating other quality of life stuff around your base of activity. Myself, I set up my Oak, Birch and Spruce farms, then built some derpy wheat and potato farms to tide me over until I got my nice looking/effective farm plot setup with worms. In my 2nd or so hour you have to
iron to build 3 more tool boxes and those times have to cut to a much more manageable wait. The only thing I've really found myself waiting around so far is a steel IE blast furnace that has nothing to do with Efab. So... Only my 2 cents, but as yet I don't have a thing Efab is a bad thing. Could it be used better? Possible. Is it a gating method? Sure, but it's
about 1/3 of all Mods in some way. Is this the most annoying crafting ingredient in the Continuum pack? Not currently, some recipes that are tweeked don't even touch Efab and are more frustrating. Reactions: Pyure Steve's Carts are not that bad if you spend a bit of time on assembler upgrades. Industrial Espionage is a personal favorite. Instantly shaves 5
minutes off the clock plus makes things faster. I haven't touched it since mc1.6.4, so things may have improved since, but making galgadorian ingots is one of the most aggravating crafting process I've ever put up with. Along with what I remember feeling like a 2-3 hour wait basket assembler is why I don't use it any more. I'm sure there are mods with more
expensive and time consuming crafting recipes, but if they look like this kind of mod, I won't go to them, I don't care, Lovely End Toys Toys Bonsai trees. Now it's kind of an automated tree farm I can get behind. Yields can be slow, but initial time and material investment is minimal and no maitainence costs. Set it up, forget it, is enough if you need it without
having to nullify the infinite excess. What is the place for spending hours or days to build a system that brings 5,000 units to the tick if you are only going to throw everything away in 1 few minutes? Especially if it cripples the server you have on the site where you and everyone else stop wanting to play on it? I've been on Continuum ways, and I can honestly
say none of Efab's recipes are felt like time wasters or time gates like SOE many people seem to think they should. Most of the early long recipes you come across are totally allayed by the fact that you have crap ton stuff to do at launch so expect you to smeltry the controller not even noticed because you are creating other quality of life stuff around your
base of activity. Myself, I set up my Oak, Birch and Spruce farms, then built some derpy wheat and potato farms to tide me over until I got my nice looking/effective farm plot setup with worms. In my 2nd or so hour you have to iron to build 3 more tool boxes and those times have to cut to a much more manageable wait. The only thing I've really found myself
waiting around so far is a steel IE blast furnace that has nothing to do with Efab. So... Only my 2 cents, but as yet I don't have a thing Efab is a bad thing. Could it be used better? Possible. Is it a gating method? Sure, but it's about 1/3 of all Mods in some way. Is this the most annoying crafting ingredient in the Continuum pack? Not currently, some recipes
that are tweeked don't even touch Efab and are more frustrating. As I pointed out in another post, I will not make judgments about Efab until I see it in an unmodified package like Direwolf20. Some Continuum mods, you must admit, are seriously reconfiguring, and the structure of Efab's description of Continuum makes me think that by default you can use
more than 4 gearboxes. I've never seen a 2-3 wait time cart assembly. And I was never really bothered by Galgadorian metal. Reinforced was always good enough for me. I don't think I've seen wait that long before either. I know the reinforced and Galgadorian basket bases cause longer craft times, but like @KingTriaxx I've never gone further reinforced. I
also don't think I've ever made anything but a tree farm from Steve's carts. Some other things look neat, but ultimately not worth the resources to. I tend to do farmer, but yes. On the other hand, I always start a trolley building, then go away and do other things, and when I'm done, then the cart is ready. Since when there is added complexity and difficulty Fun?
My answer: Since GregTech's oregen. oregen. Minecraft ore generation philosophy is the place for all the different horde blocks in each piece. Vanilla oregen is what most modpacks use. For me it is so incredibly boring to create ores this way. You never have to leave a chunk you spawned in! Continuum uses this vanilla method oregen, and that (for me) is
the main reason why Continuum is not so exciting. GregTech ore generation is completely different from the vanilla method. In the GregTech modpack, ores create large areas, separated by long distances (and depths). To iron rods, first you have to get out and explore the world to find iron ore veins. It may take quite a while and can take quite a bit of
digging. GregTech has about 30 different types of ore veins to find in the world, and each vein contains about three different related ores (Galena ore veins, for example, are where you'll find Lead Ore, Silver Ore, and Galena Ore). Man, I can't play modpacks anymore that use the vanilla oregen method. It's so boring, it's painful. GregTech modpacks, on the
other hand, are all I play anymore. I *LOVE* GT oregen so much and I love how many different ores are to process the different raw materials at GregTech. Oh well I think that's enough writing. If you happen to be a player who believes that adding more complexity is really a lot of fun... then I can't recomment GregTech modpacks strong enough for you. For
the rest of you slackers? Have fun with your boring vanilla oregen. Reactions: Pyure Since when is added complexity and difficulty more fun? Literally, because life was a complicated mind of any kind. Life in general plays because it biologically encourages us to clarify the skills that might be important to us in life. We practice skills useful to our species, and
opposite our brains generates positive feedback so we build on it: turn it up ied recent and try again. Consider the type of games that cats play, or dogs play. What skills do they practice? It makes sense, doesn't it? Then, consider why the puppy might be excited when you throw a ball two feet, but the grown dog can't be arsed to stand up for such a lame
toss. Finally, consider what the critical skills homo sapiens brings to the table that elevated them to the top of each food chain. People play games like complex modded Minecraft because it gradually challenges us to develop and improve critical thinking skills. Why do we think that added complexity and difficulty is more fun? So because for us, low
complexity modded minecraft can analagous throw the ball two feet. Sometimes a dude just wants to feel challenged. Reactions: compwiz91 and Celestialphoenix I feel like modded minecraft by definition is an added complexity. I played vanilla on my phone and I miss the complexity modded. Its still hard, I hasten to add! It is not that less hard, but there's
definitely less drive for me to do stuff because there's less for me to do. I don't think about getting this crystal or that ord, or going to that dimension or making this machine. Sometimes a dude just wants to feel challenged. And sometimes dude has a job, an important other kid, and no time to faff on the gates with a meaningless boring grind for the sake of
boring useless grind or half an hour timer. Here's the problem, as I see it, with almost every expert or hardcore pack I've seen: It's not more challenging and it's definitely not more involved. Take, for example, Continuum and its decision there are two boards per magazine and two sticks on one board. It's absolutely zero complexity or difficulty, it just doubles
or quadruples early in the game tedium. You are already going to have a tree farm, now you need one about twice as big as the open world game where space is not a major concern. It's not hard, it's necessary to chop down twice to four times as many trees as you would otherwise need to get the same amount of resources, but the act of chopping trees is
neither challenging nor dangerous in any way, and it certainly isn't engaging in content. It is boring useless grind for the sake of boring useless grind. It is neither pleasant nor binding nor complicated. Staring at the crafting grid until my eyeballs bleed is neither enjoyable, engaging nor complicated, but which ended up being about 80% of the total game in the
era of engineering. Complexity can be more fun if it is engaging and enjoyable complexity. Give me the actual puzzle, don't give me the third of one puzzle, the third of the second puzzle, and some frankensteined parts and I go take mona lisa by banging your head repeatedly against your keyboard until your brain ooze out of your ears. Reactions:
compwiz91 And sometimes a dude has a job, other significant kid, and no time to faff on the gates with a meaningless boring drilling grind for the sake of boring useless grind or half-hour timer. Here's the problem, as I see it, with almost every expert or hardcore pack I've seen: It's not more challenging and it's definitely not more involved. Yes, but the way
you see it is objectively wrong. (I have a job, wife, 4yo and 2mo, and almost zero time in any useless activity. So you know where I'm coming from.) It's not an insult. You agree that not everyone has exactly the same ability to see things from wider angles, right? People often see this as an insult, which is ridiculous. I see this topic from a broader perspective
than you do. Of course, no one has ever on the Internet successfully accepted this from another person, so, well, I don't think it's any different here. I'm coining the term: Some people are grind-blind. They see the grind and immediately think the pack-devs are being lazy. you dig deeper, you often find that the challenge does not live in your ability to click a
tree 20x longer than someone else; So, assessing your ability to review the mods at your disposal, choose the right tool to work with, and leverage it, thus reducing 20 clicks. Take, for example, Continuum and its decision there are two boards per magazine and two sticks on one board. It's absolutely zero complexity or difficulty, it just doubles or quadruples
early in the game tedium. What's so special about 4 boards in one magazine? People have magical expectations for it because it came from vanilla. When it gets changed in the package, so, because this packaging is supposed to go at a certain rate. An alternative approach would have been to make everything cost twice as much wood. Either way, the
player is forced to identify the tricks the pack offers you to improve that pace. People need to understand that packaging has the fundamental right to develop a new resource baseline. Minecraft is not an actual puzzle unless you're talking about adventure cards that can be won by an online walkthrough. By this I mean, quest puzzle hints that you dig under
the 3rd totem pole to find the next quest for objects, etc etc. There's just stuff I don't know how to do yet. Building something like, say, a reactor ship fusion reactor is one of the most difficult things you can do in Minecraft. But its less difficult than achieving, say, Neutronium by Gregtech, because there's a bazzillion of little pieces you need to learn to make
things take months rather than years. People complaining about the lack of real, non-grind challenge don't realize that the thing they're missing is usually the new mod content. Reactions: compwiz91 Again the reason I like Automaton. Yes, there's crafting, and yes, it's repetitive, but it's both automable, and quite easy. It's not hard to automate putting
resources at one end and getting products on the other. But to more points, it's enjoyable automation. There is no automation, because it is absolutely, strictly necessary, because the next step requires 800 items of craft and each of them has dozens of prerequisites. - Automaton? I need more power. * put resources in the box, stuff to build steam turbines
appear in Box B.* It's fun, it's quick to play and get in, but recipes, but changed to be necessary other things, not so incredible, you spend hours dealing with them. Page 3 Again the reason I like Automaton. Yes, there's crafting, and yes, it's repetitive, but it's both automable, and quite easy. It's not hard to automate putting resources at one end and getting
products on the other. But to more points, it's enjoyable automation. There is no automation, because it is absolutely, strictly necessary, because the next step requires 800 items of craft and each of them has dozens of prerequisites. - Automaton? I need more power. resources box, stuff build steam turbines appear in Box B.* It's fun, it's quick to play and get
in, but recipes, but changed to need other things, not so incredibly hard you spend hours dealing with them. Alright fine, I'll check it out, just quit talking about their Reactions: KingTriaxx Again, the reason I like Automaton. Yes, there's crafting, and yes, it's repetitive, but it's both automable, and quite easy. It's not hard to automate putting resources at one end
and getting products on the other. But to more points, it's enjoyable automation. There is no automation, because it is absolutely, strictly necessary, because the next step requires 800 items of craft and each of them has dozens of prerequisites. - Automaton? I need more power. * put resources in the box, stuff to build steam turbines appear in Box B.* It's
fun, it's quick to play and get in, but recipes, but changed to be necessary other things, not so incredible, you spend hours dealing with them. I secondly, I've had a blast so far. Thanks @KingTriaxx to recommend it to me. It's not as easy as FTB Beyond or Skyfactories, but it's not as tedious grindy as Project Ozone 2 Kappa Mode. Reactions: Pyure and
KingTriaxx Sorry, Pyure, it's just that well done. Yes, but the way you see it is objectively wrong. (I have a job, wife, 4yo and 2mo, and almost zero time in any useless activity. So you know where I'm coming from.) It's not an insult. You agree that not everyone has exactly the same ability to see things from wider angles, right? People often see this as an
insult, which is ridiculous. I see this topic from a broader perspective than you do. Of course, no one has ever on the Internet successfully accepted this from another person, so, well, I don't think it's any different here. I assume that we have different opinions and different wants and needs of the video game. I'm coining the term: Some people are grind-blind.
They see the grind and immediately think the pack-devs are being lazy. When you dig deeper, you often find that the challenge does not live in your ability to click a tree 20x longer than anyone else; So, assessing your ability to review the mods at your disposal, choose the right tool to work with, and leverage it, thus reducing 20 clicks. The problem is that in
almost every expert or hardcore pack, there is no alternative until much later ionic behind some pesky grind. In fact, most packs brute force things like Continuum to remove any part of any mod that might help mitigate it and consider it cheating to try to see if there is a better way to do things. I would have zero problems with the packaging that made me
explore my options. My problem is with packages that are so rail-limited that any deviation from the expected road is considered, at best, to be used, should be determined. What seems to be all of them. What's so special about 4 boards in one magazine? People have magical expectations for it because it came from vanilla. When it gets changed in the
package, so, because this packaging is supposed to go at a certain rate. An alternative approach would have been to make everything cost twice as much wood. Either way, the player is forced to identify the tricks the pack offers you to improve that pace. People need to understand that packaging has the fundamental right to develop a new resource
baseline. No, the point is that there are no tricks that packages offer you to improve that pace. Everything is locked behind higher technology. And yes, packages have the power to develop new resource baselines. But it doesn't spread to me the requirement to play or enjoy them. Fundamental changes to the project, such as changing the base resources,
should be made on purpose and a value added to this purpose should be known. If you had, for example, had breaking logs manually to return two boards, but to set up a horse mill system like Sevtech's to get more boards out of it, or at least automate the chopping of those logs, I would be completely on board with it. But there is none. There are only lol to
half the resources as you screw you. People complaining about the lack of real, non-grind challenge don't realize that the thing they're missing is usually the new mod content. Either that or the absence of new mod content, and half or more mods already included are disabled so you have tred One True Path and digress rather than from our gloriously
divinely inspired plan. It's not that the pack devs are lazy... the fact that they're ignorant at best. Minecraft is an open world. You're spawning... Enjoy. Have fun. Expert or Hardcore packs says No, you are not allowed to enjoy your experience in any way other than what I insist on you. Reactions: Ieldra and compwiz91 Either that or no new mod content, and
half or more mod content from mods already included are disabled so you have tred One True Path and deviate instead from our gloriously divinely inspired plan. This. It's here. Or maybe not, it's mostly a lack of new mods and a lack of different paths. At least SevTech has a variety of mods. The whole gating system of the engineering era is based on
power. There are tons of ways to make the necessary power, but that's it. Most things are pretty cheap, and by the age of 6, you are a force ore miner so. Having a linear progression path with the same mods is boring. No matter which way you shape Tinker, they Tinker. I have done Tinkers in every pack since Infinity. That's just a generally great answer. I
don't agree with all your points, but appreciate how they deliver. No, the point is that there are no tricks that packages offer you to improve that pace. Everything is locked behind higher technology. And yes, packages have the right to develop a new Baseline. But it doesn't spread to me the requirement to play or enjoy them. The trick is to grind for a short
time to earn a tool that improves things. In continuum I believe there are machines that restore the vanilla tree ratio. And my concern with the general excitement about tweaking this vanilla base is that I never felt 1:4 was magically perfect in the first place. I wouldn't call it completely accidental, but it's not far away. The value here is that you can do things like
add wood chopping mechanisms without creating resource inflation. (I'm not super familiar with the horse mill approach, but as long as it's an early game of fine... e.g. slowness... I'm equally on board with it as a trick) It's not that the pack devs are lazy... the fact that they're ignorant at best. Minecraft is an open world. You're spawning... Enjoy. Have fun.
Expert or Hardcore packs says No, you are not allowed to enjoy your experience in any way other than what I insist on you. I don't really get this last thought at all, and I wonder if you really meant it. You declare the difference between the kitchen sink packaging and its polar opposite. On the very worst end of the spectrum, the player has virtually no choice at
all. That would be some kind of adventure pack. Somewhere at this end of the spectrum (but not super close) would be your hard-core void/pre-gen-map packages, where people usually make the same progression because there is no alternative. But you agree that this type of packages can be insanely popular (See your Sky Factory, Agra areas and Crash
Landings). They're not all, of course, but saying you aren't allowed to enjoy your experience in any other way than what I insist you are a bit disingeneous. Since repudiating sports hockey, officials insist on keeping the rules. The limitations of this game set the challenge and create fun. The strange thing is, I know for a fact that you're not playing full sandbox
experience (otherwise I just see you playing together in kitchen sink packs). So I hope you can redefine your last thought a bit. That's just a generally great answer. I don't agree with all your points, but appreciate how they deliver. And so I'm enjoying this friendly debate... because that's exactly what it is. We are both mature adults, we both respect each
other and respect the fact that, although we may have different opinions on a subject, we recognise that the other party has equal rights to its opinion. That's how the debate is supposed to go. And by hashing this together, we could stumble into a methodology or technique that introduces complexity and engagement at the same time. Or at least that's my
hope. The trick is to grind for a short time to earn a tool that improves things. In continuum I believe there are machines that vanilla wood ratio. And my concern with the general excitement about tweaking this vanilla base is that I never felt 1:4 was magically perfect in the first place. I wouldn't call it completely accidental, but it's not far away. The value here is
that you can do things like add wood chopping mechanisms without creating resource inflation. Okay, I see where you're coming from, and I freely admit that the initial vanilla-based resource progression was pretty arbitrary. I'm not even sure if Notch was concerned about game balance when he established these relationships in the first place. Remember,
this was his very first foray into java programming, and it was probably his initial focus. Having said that, it has become a de facto standard, and your typical expectations of playing Minecraft will see something roughly like this. That is... let's say industry standard, the status quo. Its merits or disadvantages can certainly be discussed, but merit or misspelling
its beginnings, it is the default that every Minecraft player is going to expect. Therefore, the deviation from this standard will be judged, and basic psychology says that it is not only going to have to prove that it is equal to the standard, but some measure superior. See also competition between VCR and Betamax. VCR won not only because it was superior,
but because it had already established itself as a standard that Betamax had to prove that it was not only superior (which, mechanically, it definitely was), but superior enough to justify the change. If you wish, call it an institutional impulse. In my case, I look for clear added value when I change any kind of mechanics, be it adding a mod to the package or
changing how something works. I ask myself: What are the short- and long-term consequences of this action, what the results of this action will bring. You cite automation without creating resource inflation as an added value to modify the balance of basic resources, but I believe that this is not right. If you have a tree farm whose output exceeds the demand
for wood, resource inflation is inevitable. The only thing you change is how great your automation process is or at least how much wood your automation process needs to provide for you so you can continue to progress. However, wood is not commonly used for medium to high level components, so as you progress, your reliance on wood inevitably and
naturally decreases, and I believe you are simultaneously increasing wood automation capabilities, while you have this reduced demand for wood in your progression, causing resource inflation and mass surpluses inevitably because your tendency will over-shape your automation based on your previous wood needs , when these needs will decrease



significantly in the near future. Other in other words, wood wood in the early game does not cause the wood surplus to fall in the middle to late in the game. A better way to handle this, assuming you would like to reduce the wood resource collection component initially, and still have added value midway through late in the game, is to require some measure of
wood for each component to go ahead, either as a material (for example, banning stamping tools, but instead insisting on crafting tiered tools that require wood tool bases to be baked wood requirement for each tool) as a fuel resource (requiring particular charcoal instead of coal to run a step in the iron recycling process, so for every ingot of steel produced,
you consume about two logs of wood resource consumption, thus making wood production a potential choke point for steel production, as happened back in Regrowth 1.7.10) or as framing many block structures or something. As long as there will continue to be a stable demand for wood. Now, if this was the case if you needed wood at your initial stage, as
the main component goes ahead, or if there were more primitive means of automation that weren't as effective, but at least *existed* after the initial base creation, then suddenly not only did the early game penalty pay off with considerable rewards when you get automation, but it continues to pay off, and even cause you to expand your production as you
expand your industrial infrastructure. Another example would be Bob's Mods factorio, especially how Basic Circuit Boards require wood, and have a foundation literally every other technological component of the game. As the game progresses, you really have to expand your tree harvesting process, but regularly factorio, you only need wood until you get a
second level power line, then you need zero wood to go ahead. That kind of thing, I 100% agree you would be awesome. Unfortunately, this is not what Continuum does, and that is my problem. The distance to automation from the early game Continuum is the size and is the ion behind several mods (or at least what part of them exists in the package)
before you have a means of automation. It's a long time before you can see any kind of even rudimentary automation. Heck, you're going to be using the Lumber Axe until you damn close get all the way up to Steve's Carts or Industrial Advance. It is completely unable to automate until then. And this is where I have a problem. It's not just that you are being
punished early in the game, it's that by the time your automation capabilities are established, you no longer *need* that ability. (I'm not super familiar with the horse mill approach, but as long as it's an early game of fine... e.g. slowness... I'm equally on board with it as a trick) It was actually pretty cute. First, you have to find the horse, then you have to tame it
added a saddle recipe that is an early game, but contains about twenty steps all told, and requires half a dozen machines at different stages of progress, most of that skin curing process, which is very similar to how TerraFirmaCraft handles skin production), then you have to create it to create a multi-block structure, and add a horse-led machine. The horse
then slowly moves around the machine, describing the contour of 5x5 squares, and progress is slowly made without your direct input. However, to make the seats process can be done in bulk, the time it would take for you to make materials for six seats is exactly the same time that it would take to make the materials for one, so if you can find a herd of
horses, you can tame them all and create all the horse-compatible machines for slow but steady automation. Then you have to protect horses from hostile mobs, of course, and automation sevtech is ... Insignificant. You will begin with it spitting objects on the ground, and work until you finally have the opportunity to use crude funnels. However, it was Tier 1
automation available almost as soon as you get your original base set up. You could have four different machines, each with a horse slowly plodding around it before you hit Age 2. If that was what you wanted to do. I don't really get this last thought at all, and I wonder if you really meant it. You declare the difference between the kitchen sink packaging and its
polar opposite. On the very worst end of the spectrum, the player has virtually no choice at all. That would be some kind of adventure pack. Somewhere at this end of the spectrum (but not super close) would be your hard-core void/pre-gen-map packages, where people usually make the same progression because there is no alternative. But you agree that
this type of packages can be insanely popular (See your Sky Factory, Agra areas and Crash Landings). They're not all, of course, but saying you aren't allowed to enjoy your experience in any other way than what I insist you are a bit disingeneous. Since repudiating sports hockey, officials insist on keeping the rules. The limitations of this game set the
challenge and create fun. The strange thing is, I know for a fact that you're not playing full sandbox experience (otherwise I just see you playing together in kitchen sink packs). So I hope you can redefine your last thought a bit. All right, let's tell you if I can pass it on in a coordinated way... The base vanilla Minecraft game is open to the world. Kitchen sink
packs follow this. The basic expectations of the average individual going into the minecraft experience will be framed this way. Some other types of packaging allow this. Then you get in... let's use the term quest packages because they are a kind of questing guide. have changed things around, and quest magazine is your guide. You have levels of things that
you can do with roadblocks as you need to move or overcome. The key to success or failure of this package is limited to putting that path, and what options are available to you at each stage. From there, you have expert/hardmode quest packages that are similar to the above, however they've made significant changes in mechanics, resource purchase or
sophistication, and usually have a gimmick that you have to deal with/use. You quote Skyblock as a limited development, but I would almost say that it is the opposite. You have a bountiful resource production almost right out of the gate, at least bountiful enough to continue with your projects. You don't feel like you're getting punished for trying to play the
pack, it feels good. It's a challenge to get resources (usually involves setting up a pavement and hammering on ores), but the resources are, at least in theory, endless. You have unlimited cobblestone. You have enough trees growing to provide wooden wood components for the hammer. You can sit at this manual stage and collect a couple of chests worth
of resources, if you want, which will keep you going with the raw materials you need to get to the level of automation. Or you can make enough for each individual project, and take a few minutes between projects, collecting materials for your next project. Either way, you player is involved, and usually alternates between relaxing and stressful periods in a way
that encourages you to continue playing. Once you have your resource production line fully automated, you can shift your focus solely to building projects or in search of progression, however these building projects or quests for progression are no longer particularly stressful for the player. You know what you want to do, how to do it, and now you are just
wanting to put the pieces together to show off your new model to mom and dad in search of a log. And the main thing here is one simple word: engaging. The package is to engage the user, is to get the user invested in it, to get the player engaged and interested. Get him hooked. Give him something to play with. Kicking him in the head with an immediate
half-spill or quartering resource allocation right out of the gate... do not do so. You need to more clearly presented the carrot to say yes, it's rough now, but just wait until you get to the next step.... And then, and that's an important part, follow through on that promise. It doesn't have to be much. Perhaps giving him an early access lumber axe type tool that
reduces the grind, or a way of consuming hunger on twerk trees to reduce waiting around trees to grow the cost of hunger... which I've felt would be very neatly balanced by adding spice to life and food variety shortage game, and would've set on a much more engaging mechanic and forced you to consider a whole new dynamic that most people hand
wave... hunger and food management. It should have been involved because you player is constantly off the keyboard to do something that deals. Maybe it's just tapping on the shift key, fine, but it does something. Continuum, on the other hand, forces you to focus on progression, initially reducing the material collected. You won't have enough to keep
going, especially not at first, which will be both stressful and frustrating. It pressures you to go one way and only one way because you know that sooner or later, you'll get to the point where you can get this awkward stage behind you. Only it will not be very long time because of how the packaging is structured. Instead of balance relaxing and stressful, it's
almost 100% stress all the time. And it makes the carrot it dangling about a third of the way through the pack seems like a sick joke. The payout keeps getting postponed and postponed and postponed until the player just... stop bothering to try. It's like the old image of hobo trying to pick up a dollar bill that has been attached to a fish hook that someone is
periodically yanking to keep it just out of his reach. It feels like goalposts are constantly moving further away every time you make progress. There is no risk of victory without defeat, and the harder the challenge will lead to a sweeter victory. However, if a player gets so discouraged, frustrated, or annoyed by the obstacle of course (excuse me... trust of
course), you've laid out in front of him, then he's never going to bother trying in the first place. And the worst part is that there are no new tricks, no new mechanics to enjoy or explore. Well, there's that damn Efab, but it's not a pleasure to explore, it's a waiting line where you have a four-digit number and the sign says now serving 3 at the DMV. And it makes
you think: You know... I could do it... or I could mow the lawn. Right now, I think I'd rather just go mow the lawn. This is how completely boring and unengaging Continuum is for me... I would rather go and mow the lawn than sit back and play the game. Because there is a lot of time that is literally doing nothing, but waiting for the timer to tick down. I could go
completely afk and would make zero difference. But other than that, there's nothing new to be found here. It's all well trodden ground (at least bits of land that remains). Compare and contrast Dishonored with Megaman. Dishonored is a tightly limited plot, but you can achieve a piece of directives however you want, and the game recognizes and applauds
your creativity. - Megaman... You jump, shoot, and move right. Both games are enjoyable for various reasons. If I want to play a game where I have options on how to go about doing things I play dishonored. If I want to play the game twitching-reflexes and article recognition, I play Megaman. But Continuum feels like dishonored... where getting on roofs is
considered out of bounds and a bunch of invisible walls are created to keep you from using motion mechanics, then removing nonlethal means to complete assassination tasks, forcing you to high mess ending no matter what you would like to do. It feels like bait and switch for some reason. If I had to guess... I would say it's because I read a list of mods, and
from that list of mods, I knew what tools I had available to me because I'm closely familiar with all these mods and their mechanics. And then three-quarters of these mechanics just don't exist, forcing me into one and only one path to development that I know from my in-depth knowledge of these mods, in the most painfully annoying way possible. I know what
I have to do. I just don't feel inclined to do it. For all its defects, Sevtech did an exponentially better job at the player's job. Sometimes I felt that it was too spiralling, too many steps that had to be repeated manually too many times, but at least I did something. Early game Continuum is just a waiting game. A zombie and bland pack that feels like someone had
a kitchen sink pack, then accidentally put traffic lights that turn red when you approach them, then remove the side street to force you to wait through the stop lights, then forced you into a well-known bend through the Swamp Eternal Stanch. Because this is the path, and the only way that developers want you to take. This is a brute force approach, and one I
don't appreciate. So, I think my argument is not that added complexity and hard not fun... as they certainly can be. This is when boring and useless grind replace the complexity and difficulty that I become uninterested. Pretty wall o text here, I think, but I hope my rambling has given a glimpse into my condition. Reactions: Celestialphoenix and Golrith Big
thumbs up from me, brilliant post, especially mentioning Swamp Eternal Odor I always adjusted the wooden recipes myself (2 boards of the log) just as an antidote to automation, but admit I've forgotten the supply/demand aspect you mention. Food for thought there. Only my logical mind has issues adding boards into the high-tech component of the recipe.
I've been playing SevTech a bit myself. There is no horse powered stuff yet, but there are already irppers. I personally believe some primitive era is a bit meh and needs some extra thought. I have a simple grill that can cook almost anything without fuel costs, but there's a whole long process to make leather that I'm just not that inclined to even attempt. Also,
with stone tools still available, the usefulness of the flint tools is almost nill, another ball of pain goes through just to start. Could also just hold wooden tools TBH. Now from watching Direwolf20 last night looking for a basic engine recipe for Steves Carts, I'm like what!?!?! No. This is an even greater ball of pain already in the ball pain mod. Oh, plus immersive
Chest storage method is another unnecessary ballache. As a result, I'm not feeling engaged with SevTech anymore, and I'm just just scratched the surface. Reactions: ShneekeyTheLost Big thumbs up from me, brilliant post in particular, mentioning Bog's eternal Stanch I always adjusted the wooden recipes myself (2 boards of the log) just as a counter
balance automation, but admit I've forgotten the supply/demand aspect you mention. Food for thought there. Only my logical mind has issues adding boards into the high-tech component of the recipe. Create a recipe to make steel that requires the consumption of charcoal to produce. Not coal, just charcoal. And charcoal can only be obtained... suing logs.
Congratulations, you have your wood consumption in your high-tech environment, baked (if you excuse the pun) to the production of steel needed to build everything. I've been playing SevTech a bit myself. There is no horse powered stuff yet, but there are already irppers. I personally believe some primitive era is a bit meh and needs some extra thought. I
have a simple grill that can cook almost anything without fuel costs, but there's a whole long process to make leather that I'm just not that inclined to even attempt. Also, with stone tools still available, the usefulness of the flint tools is practically nill, yet the ball pain goes through just to get started. Could also just hold wooden tools TBH. Now from watching
Direwolf20 last night looking for a basic engine recipe for Steves Carts, I'm like what!?!?! No. This is an even greater ball of pain already in the ball pain mod. Oh, plus immersive Chest storage method is another unnecessary ballache. As a result, I'm not feeling engaged with SevTech anymore, and I'm just just scratched the surface. Oh, I 100% agree the
pack is a ball buster and I gave up on it as well, but horse automation was there, and from the sound of it, you were right at the tech level needed to achieve it. The skin production system looked like it got cribbed off of TerraFirmaCraft, and yes it was an absolute nightmare, but at least it existed and you were age 1 automation using woppers and chests and
your horse. Granted, it was annoying to get automation, and needed a painful number of steps, but it was there. Continuous? Not so much. Create a recipe to make steel that requires the consumption of charcoal to produce. Not coal, just charcoal. And charcoal can only be obtained... suing logs. Congratulations, you Your wood consumption in your high-
tech environment, bake (if you excuse the pun) on the production of steel needed to build everything. Oh, I 100% agree the pack is a ball buster and I gave up on it as well, but horse automation was there, and from the sound of it, you were right at the tech level needed to achieve it. The skin production system looked like it got cribbed off of TerraFirmaCraft,
and yes it was an absolute nightmare, but at least it existed and you were age 1 automation using woppers and chests and your horse. Granted, it was annoying to get automation, and needed a painful number of steps, but it was there. Continuous? Not so much. Yep, my two current problems are finding a darker biome for the planter to get better storage
chests, and craft leads to getting early automation instead. Just hoping that I can use pigs (if config enabled) because that's all I have been spawning anywhere near me. Yep, my two current problems are finding a darker biome for the planter to get better storage chests, and craft leads to getting early automation instead. Just hoping that I can use pigs (if
config enabled) because that's all I have been spawning anywhere near me. The latest update just added a natural compass so you can find that I need to be just enjoying them a little, and yes, they're Yep, my two current problems are finding a dark earthly biome for the plant to get better storage chests, and craft leads to getting early automation instead.
Just hoping that I can use pigs (if config enabled) because that's all I have been spawning anywhere near me. If you get into the Totem mod, you can also use buffalo, which I think is actually better than horses. Be a little pain ritual, and will require some cows, but it might be worth the effort. Totemic is one of those cool mods I've never discovered if I hadn't
seen someone using it on SevTech. The ritual to speed up cultures is awesome. Like war dances that give you the power to buff. Some people are just masochists, right? Now seriously, it's just the fact that we get bored after playing minecraft for years and look for new forms of entertainment, some find it hard/intricate/tedious packages, some not. And
popular pack makers (mostly FTB) avoid adding new, lesser known mods, probably because it takes more time for testing when you can, say, just slap an array of well-tested old mods, thus saving time to develop the packaging. I think having one or two secondary packs with completely new mods could benefit us because of new things to explore. Even if
they are a little buggy, so the word secondary. Reactions: Nuclear_Creeper0 Just ... who thought the abyss would be between the ages should throw himself off of the higher buildings he can find. Reactions: Reddis Fun is a relative term. What is fun to make might be meaningless to grind you. What is fun for me today, could be a meaningless grind for me
tomorrow. The trick is to know what you like and play that. Reactions: Lordpine and GamerwithnoGame Fun are a relative term. What is fun for me could be a senseless grind for you. What is fun for me today, could be a meaningless grind for me tomorrow. The trick is to know what you like and play that. Yep. It's me in a polychromatic world. Its not for
everyone to taste, but its exactly mine reactions: Lordpine and Reddis @ShneekeyTheLost you have a lot of really good points, and I wanted to add something that might or may not give you ideas about your packages. I think the shop in addition to the quest book Sky Adventures is a great idea that could be expanded in so many great ways. I love gated
progression concepts that SevTech focuses on the table, but despise cards and wawla being turned off. I think using a store in search of a book to unlock this kind of quality of life improvement is a neat idea. Another idea about the store quest book would be to use points to unlock kits. Perhaps the first turning point is to double the hordes. You have a choice
to achieve it with TiC melting, EIO sag mill/alloy smelter, or atomizer from TE. Lets say I decide to go down the EIO path to reach this milestone. The reward is a set of TiC melting or pulverizer and redstone oven from te. You really get no new power in the kit, but you get the flexibility and capabilities of your base. Reactions: GamerwithnoGame shop eh? It's
interesting! I know that the quest book InfiTech2 is a kind of shop like repetitive quests where you can spend industrialcraft credits to get resources. It's a pretty neat Reaction: Reddis shop eh? It's interesting! I know that the quest book InfiTech2 is a kind of shop like repetitive quests where you can spend industrialcraft credits to get resources. It's pretty neat
Sky Adventures is a pretty neat pack imo, unfortunately, I don't like projectE, but it's my preference rather than mod's fault. Some of the store rewards are pretty good too, like creative energy cells. Granted you would have to complete every quest in the book to get it, but it's worth going after. Reactions: GamerwithnoGame
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